WELCOME TO COUNTRY
INTRODUCTION AND HOUSEKEEPING
EUAN BEAMONT - ENERGY FARMERS AUSTRALIA

WHAT IS BIOCHAR & WHY A ROADMAP?
Don Coyne - ANZBIG CEO

OPENING ADDRESS
Jane Kelsbie - Member for Warren-Blackwood
REGEN AG & ROADMAP DEVELOPMENT
Melissa Rebbeck - ANZBIG Chair

10:30 - 11:00 Morning Tea

BIOCHAR IN THE RESOURCE SECTOR: AN OPPORTUNITY FOR AUSTRALIA
NIGEL MURPHY - CO-FOUNDING DIRECTOR - EARTH SYSTEMS

ADDRESSING THE SOIL CONSTRAINTS OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA’S FOOD GROWING REGIONS WITH BIOCHAR
KEYNOTE SPEAKER - DR LUKAS VAN ZWIETEN - SENIOR PRINCIPAL RESEARCH SCIENTIST, SOILS NSW DPI

CONCEPTS FOR OPTIMISING REGULATORY FRAMEWORKS TO ENABLE CROSS-BORDER MARKETS FOR BIOCHAR
Craig Bagnall - Catalyst Environmental Management, SEATA Group, ANZBIG Executive and Technical Advisory Boards

BIOCHAR CARBON DRAWDOWN AT SCALE
Keynote speaker Professor Annette Cowie, IPCC Lead Author Special Report on Climate Change and Land and Working Group III – Sixth Assessment Report
Senior Principal Research Scientist - Climate, NSW Department of Primary Industries
Adjunct Professor, University of New England

12:30 - 1:30 Lunch
WESTERN AUSTRALIA FORUM

Australian Biochar Industry 2030 ROADMAP

PROGRAMME
MARCH 21 (9 AM - 4:30 PM)

CONSTRUCTION BIOCHAR AND THE CHALLENGES MOVING FORWARD
Jason Lee - C-Twelve - CEO

OIL MALLEE BIOCHAR - REGENERATING THE WHEATBELT
Steve Meerwald - Fasera - Director and Chief Operating Officer

BIOCHAR DERIVED FROM BIOSOLIDS AND OTHER WASTE PRODUCTS IN THE WATER INDUSTRY
Anthony Bodycoat - Principal Research and Development - Water Corporation

TRANSITION TO INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
Tom Vogan - Energy Farmers - Director

BIOCHAR FOR EROSION CONTROL, REVEGETATION & REHABILITATION
Carlos Mira - Head of Growth & New Business - Vital Chemical

FEEDSTOCK - CURRENT & FUTURE
Angelo Dabala - Renewable.Bio - Director

PANEL DISCUSSION
Facilitator: Euan Beamont - Energy Farmers Australia
- C-Twelve
- Fasera
- Water Corporation
- Energy Farmers
- Renewable Bio
- Vital Chemical

15:25 - 15:40 Afternoon tea

PANEL DISCUSSION
Facilitator: Craig Bagnall and Melissa Rebbeck
CLOSE
Don Coyne - ANZBIG CEO